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Online platforms in the EU and in the USA

Some preliminary reflections on the term online market and online

platform

Online platforms: the USA is ahead of the EU…

• European Commission: EU represents only 4% of the total market 

capitalisation of largest online platforms

• Vast majority originates in the USA (and Asia)

• Examples of online platforms in recent Commission Staff Working Document 

include Google’s AdSense, eBay, Amazon market place, Google and Bing 

Search, Facebook and YouTube … all USA headquartered

• Is gap also present in the application of competition law to horizontal 

arrangements in online markets?
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Online platforms – do we know what these are?

German Bundeskartellamt Paper on “Digital Economy” (2015)

Platforms are ‟undertakings that, in the role of an intermediary, enable direct 

interaction between two or more sides of users, between which there are indirect 

network effects”.

European Parliament 2015: impossible to have a single definition of online 

platforms

Recent Commission Staff Document: proposes a number of “characteristics” 

that online platforms share

• Capacity to extract value from direct user interactions/transactions 

• Collection, use and processing of large amounts of data → data aggregation 

capacity leads to information asymmetry

• Network effects

• Ability to create and shape new markets benefitting users but also disrupting 

traditional ones

• Reliance on IT as a means to achieve the above
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Cartes Bancaires and Mastercard: lessons for online platforms?

Key guidance potentially relevant for online platforms

• Need to consider particular conduct in a two-sided system as a whole

• Restriction on one side of two-sided system may not be restriction of 

competition when looking at interactions of system as a whole

• If a restriction is present, any restriction on one side of the system cannot be 

offset by efficiencies on the other side of the system if they are not present in 

the same ‟restricted” market

• Word of caution CJ = every case has its merits!
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Eturas: this is an online platform case

Facts of the case

• Eturas - Lithuanian online travel booking system for travel agencies

• System notice: discounts for online bookings capped at 3% - technical 

restriction implemented

• Lithuanian Competition Council fined Eturas as third party facilitator

• Appeal to the Lithuanian Supreme Administrative Court – reference to CJ 

Some key take-aways CJ judgment

• Mere dispatching of an anticompetitive message is not sufficient to trigger 

presumption of awareness

• If presumption is triggered travel agencies not to be required to take excessive 

or unrealistic steps providing evidence for rebuttal

• Clear objection to systems operator sufficient for rebuttal of presumption

• Application of higher discount could rebut presumption

• Provides important guidance for online platforms’ liabilities
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AC-Treuhand: can the online platform be the “Treuhand”?

Facts of the case

• AC-Treuhand, a consultancy firm, and various suppliers of heat stabilisers 

alleged to have participated in a cartel (tin stabilisers and ESBO/esters)

• AC-Treuhand argued: provided certain services but did not participate in an 

agreement or concerted practice

Some key take-aways GC’s and CJ’s judgments

• Article 101 TFEU covers all practices that distort competition, irrespective of 

whether parties operate in same market

• AC-Treuhand organised, attended and actively participated in cartel meetings 

and received remuneration for acting as moderator between producers

• Conduct was directly linked to effort of the cartelists – not merely peripheral 

services – AC-Treuhand in full knowledge of facts

• Effectiveness of Article 101 endangered if facilitators such as AC-Treuhand

could escape liability

Quid impact “online platforms”?
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About Posters and Uber: innovative disruption or the “Uber” 
cartel?

US v David Topleins

• Alleged conspiracy to fix, increase, maintain and stabilize prices of certain 

posters sold through an online platform

• Implementation of agreement by adoption of specific pricing algorithms 

• Defendant – to plead guilty

Meyer v. Kalanick

• Plaintiff alleges that certain Uber drivers have a common motive to conspire by 

adhering to Uber’s pricing algorithm 

• Allegation that Uber drivers agree to participate in a conspiracy among 

themselves when assenting to the terms of Uber’s written agreement (« Driver 

terms »)

• Case is pending

Is there an EU-US gap?
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